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11 .0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of the Study
The textile industry, which comprises cotton and wool-
len spinning, weaving, finishing and dyeing, cotton and
woollen knitting, and garment manufacturing, has dominated
Hong Kong's economy. It represents approximately fifty per
cent of the total value of domestic exports (Table 1.1).
It is also the most important employer, employing about
forty per cent of the total work force in Hong Kong (11,
1969, Po 42). Even a slight recession or expansion of the
textile industry could have a substantial effect on Hong
Kong's economy as a whole.
The industry has been subjected to keen competition.
in the world market and to import restrictions imposed.
by the governments. of major foreign-markets. To maintain
continuous growth, the industry gradually paid greater at-
tention to quality improvement. This study, therefore,
concentrates on the quality control applications in the
spinning field, with the intention of analyzing 1) manage-
ment's attitude toward quality, 2) the structure of the
quality control organization, 3) the statistical methods
employed in quality control practice, 4) the cooperation
between the quality control department and others, and
2
TABLE 1.1
EXTORTS OF TEXTILE PRODUCTS
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5) the economics of quality control. Any suggestion for
improvement will also be made.
1.2 Scope and Methods of the Study
The study includes all the spinning systems which
consist of cotton spinning, woollen spinning and synthetic
fibre spinning. The names and addresses of the factories
are supplied by the Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Depart-
ment.
Before the questionnaire was designed, the author re-
searched local libraries for books and journals concerning
quality control in the spinning industry. A preliminary
questionnaire was drafted and was taken to one cotton mill
for comments from the mill manager and quality control
engineers. A one-day plant observation was made at this
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mill to observe the practice of quality control.
The final questionnaire form (see Appendix) was pre-
pared in December 1974. It consisted of four parts:
1. The Factory Particulars
2. The Organization and Management of Quality Control
3. Quality Control Practice in the IMianufacturing
Process
4. Others
Letters requesting an interview were sent to fifty-
nine mill managers. Twenty-three of them arranged inter-
views thirteen declined because they were too busy and
twenty-three did not reply. The response rate was about
thirty-nine per cent.
In January 1975 the author interviewed the mill man-
gers o± the quality control department heads for one to
two hours at their factories. The mills were classified
into small (20,OOO or less spindles), medium (20,000--
40,000 spindles) and large (more than 40,000 spindles), in
accordance with the criteria of Guide Book. on Quality
Control in Textile Industry (1). Table 1.2 shows the even
distribution of respondents among the three categories.
The number of mills classified by employment is shown
in Table 1.3. About ninety per cent of the participating
factories are Chinese-owned companies (see Table 1.4).
Table 1.5 shows that more responses came from cotton mills.
Twelve of the nineteen participating cotton mills also
produce cotton/synthetic blended yarn or pure synthetic
yarn.
4TABLE 1.2
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS CLASSIFIED BY
SIZE OF THE MILL
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62.0 GENEAL ASPECTS OF THE HONG KONG
SPINNING INDUSTRY
2.1 Development of the Industry
Cotton spinning
During the years from 1947 to 1948, the spread of
orivil war in mainland China and the subsequent difficul-
ties in importing machines forced a group of Shanghai
textile industrialists to divert their newly-order ma-
chines from abroad to Hong Kong. As a result, these in--
dustrialists laid the foundation for-Hong Kong's spinning
industry. The first spinning mill was established in
August 1947, with capital about £625,000 (7, p. 77) and
50,000 spindles (12, p. 49).
In the beginning the industry encountered many tech-
nical and marketing problems, such as the lack of a
skilled work force, lack of local sources of raw material,
lack of a large local market, and limitations in the sup-
ply of fresh water. Furthermore, without government pro-
tection, the industry was subjected to heavy competition.
However, with sufficient capital and experienced manage-
ment, with highly efficient new machines, and with the
industrialists' determination and courage, the industry
overcome the obstacles and grew steadily, By the end of
1952, there were thirteen spinning mills with 200,000
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spindles (see Table 2.1). The number of spindles rose
slowly to 380,000 in 1959. From 1960 to 1961, in spite of
export restrictions imposed by the United States and the
United Kingdom, the spinning industry grew rapidly with
spindlage increasing at an annual rate of 29 per cent and
23 per cent respectively.1 In the late 1960's, some spin
ning mills tried to specialize in producing a fairly nar-
row range of products whereas some tried to integrate the
spinning process with weaving, dyeing and garment manufac•
turing process. By such horizontal or vertical integra--.
tion, the manufacturers intended to cut down the produc
tion cost or sales expense in order to meet the competi-
tion. Competition increased in years from 1971 to 1972
when a large quantity of cheap yarn from Pakistan flowed
into the Hong Kong market. The result was a drop in ca-
pacity and production, the first reduction recorded in the
history of the cotton spinning industry.
Production grew steadily until 1971. The downward
trend from 1971 to 1972. didn't continue for long. The
strong demand for cotton yarn and the low price of raw
cotton in late 1972 pushed production upward (Table 2.2).
Generally speaking, the spinning machinery and equip-
ment imported mainly from Switzerland, Germany, America,
Italy, Belgium, Japan and Britain were modern with high
1 Calculated from Table 2.1
8TABLE 2.1
NUMBER OF MILLS AND SPINDLES IN THE
COTTON SPINNING INDUSTRY
























It was estimated that 2O-25% of the spincties was usea
for the production of cotton/synthetic yarn and pure
blended yarn
9TABLE 2.2
:PRODUCTION OF COTTON YARN AND SPINDLE
PRODUCTIVITY
Average ProductionAnnual Cotton Yarn Production





















efficiency and automation. Nevertheless, spindle pro-
ductivity began to fall in later years (see Table 2.2).
The drop in productivity, the increase in wages and the
rise of electric power rates caused a substantial rise
10
in the production cost in the 1970's.
Exhorts
In 1955 about 40 per cent of the yarn locally spun
was exported, but the percentage dropped gradually in the
following years. The exports remained barely steady, or
even dropped whereas the production of yarn rose rapidly.
In 1973 only 5 per cent of the total yarn locally spun
was exported. A large portion was consumed by the local
weaving and knitting mills (see Table 2.3).
Exports of cotton yarn were subjected to sharp com-
petition. During the years from 1956 to 1957, the nearby
Southeast Asia countries--Pakistan, South Korea, Taiwan,
the Phillippines and Indonesia--began to set up a domestic
spinning industry and to export their yarn to Hong Kong.
Formerly these countries had been the major markets of
Hong Kong-made yarn.
Exports-of Hong Kong cotton yarn reached, a peak of
35 million lbs. in 1961 and then fell gradually. The
sharp reduction in the years from 1962 to 1964 was ac-
counted for by the loss of the Indonesia market and the
protectionist policies imposed by the other Aoutheast Asia
government.
Raw cotton sup
Raw cotton was mainly supplied by the United States,
Brazil, Pakistan and East African countries. In 1952 raw
cotton imported from the United States amounted to 2,000
cwt., about 0.4 per. cent (12, p. 122) of Hong Kong's total
11
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HONG KONG COTTON YARN EXPORTS
Cotton Yarn Exports Per cent of Total




















Source: (12; 11, 1973)
raw cotton imports. During the 1960's the United States
and Pakistan became two leading suppliers (see Table 2.4).
In 1973 many Pakistani shippers failed to deliver the raw
cotton ordered by the Hong Kong spinners. As a result
of the delivery delay, the spinners shifted to the United
12
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HONG KONG RAW COTTON IMPORTS (in 1,000 cwt.)
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States for raw cotton. By June 1974 the united ataties
supplied over 50 per cent of the raw cotton.
Employment
The number of workers employed in the cotton spinninc
i ndustrv from 1955 to 1973 is shown in Table 2.5. In
TABLE 2.5
EMPLOY NT IN THE HONG KONG SPINNING
INDUSTRY
Number of Workers per


























general the industry maintained good relationships with the
workers. There were a few disputes over wages or working
conditions. The working hours in the earlier years were
eleven hours per shift and were gradually shortened to
eight hours per shift. In 1970 the industry encountered
a serious shortage of workers. In order to attract more
workers, manufacturers raised the wages, Yet the problem
was not entirely solved. The number of workers per 1,00
spindles dropped from thirty-one in'1960 to twenty-four
in 1970 (see Table 2.5). On the other hand, the produc-
tivity of workers fell in recent years, as indicated in
Table 2.6. The increase in wages and the drop in labour
productivity directly contributed to the rise of indus-
trial costs. How to efficiently use the workers became
an important problem for the industry.
TABLE 2.6
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY IN THE COTTON
SPINNING INDUSTRY
Average Production of Cotton Yarr









The industry is a young one when compared with the
cotton spinning industry. In 1967 the International Wool
Secretariat established its office in Hong Kong to help
the growth of the young industry by technical assistance
and quality improvement. As expected, the industry ex-
panded fast. At the end of 1969, it comprised thirteen
mills with a production of 24.3 million lbs. and an em-
ployment of 4,150 workers (see Table 2.7 and Table 2.8).
TABLE 2.7
NIJi{BER OF MILLS AND WORKERS IN THE WOOL :N
S2INNING INDUSTRY
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Most of the woollen yarn was consumed by the local
knitting factories (see Table 2.8). Wool tops came from
mainly Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and South
America. During 1970 to 1973 the industry encountered
difficulties when more woollen knitters were introducing




In 1962 cotton spinners began to show interest in
spinning blended yarn but due to financial and technical
difficulties, progress was slow until 1966. The produc-
tion of cotton and synthetic blended yarn expanded rapidly
from one million lbs. in 1963 to seventy-four million lbs.
in 1973. These figures can be found in Table 2.9. It
was estimated that in 1973 about 20 to 25 per cent (11,
1973, p. T8) of the spindles in cotton mills was devoted
to the production of cotton and synthetic blended yarn or
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pure synthetic yarn. Employment expanded rapidly, and so
did the exports (see Table 2.10). Woollen spinners
started to produce wool and synthetic blended yarn in
1967. For the first quarter of 1973, the synthetic yarn
exported by Hong Kong amounted to 13.4 per cent (12,
p. 85) of the total yarn imports of the United Kingdom.
TABLE 2.1O
EXPORTS AND El 1PLOYlMNT IN TIIJ r1UMi XUAkx














Source: (5, 1968-1973;6, 1968-1973)
2.2 Foreign Markets and Competition
In the earlier years the spinning industry enjoyed
free access to foreign markets. Most of mills "manu-
factured to order," and therefore, the quality and price
of yarn were largely specified by the customers. The
major markets for cotton yarn were Australia, Ghana,
Nigeria, Southeast Asia countries, the United Kingdom
and New Zealand (see Table 2.11). Woollen yarn was
19
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exported to mainly Macau, Iran, Italy, Singapore, Japan
and Mauritius (see Table 2.12). The important importers
for synthetic yarn were Australia, Indonesia, Thailand,
Burma, Iran and the United States (see Table 2.13).
The rapid growth of the textile industry in terms
of exports caught the attention of foreign countries.
The Hong Kong textile industry was thus blamed for market
20
TABLE2 . 12
EXPORTS OF WOOLLEN YARN AND MAJOR MARKETS
( in HK $ 1 , 000, 000)
Per cent ofValue ofMajor
Total ExportsExportsMarketsYear
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disruptions . The claim , stemming from domestic textile
industrialists , caused the governments to control textile
imports . In the United Kingdom, in order to protect the
textile industry located in Lancashire , the government
asked industrialistsin Hong Kong , Pakistan , and Indonesia
to reach a mutual agreement about restrictions on textile
exports to the United Kingdom . A final agreement called
Voluntary Undertakingwas concluded . It came into opera -
tion on February19 1959 , and lasted for three years . In
21
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early 1962, the Voluntary Undertaking was renewed for eleven
months until the end of 1962.
In 1961 after the meeting in Geneva by the Cotton
Textile Committee, a Short-Term Arrangement was reached to
bring about orderly international trade in cotton textiles.
Based on the arrangement, the United States announced it
would limit textile imports from Ilong Kong. In 1962 the
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United States government began to prohibit a large number
of textile products imported from Hong Kong. This oc-
curred immediately after the announcement of a Long-Term
Arrangement which was effective on October 1, 1962. Syn-
thetic yarn was also subjected to restraint from September
1971. Along with the United States and the United Kingdom,
the governments of Italy, Benelux, and West Germany also
imposed the import restrictions. The restrictions were
hard blows to the Hong Kong textile industry whose growth
was seriously affected.
After many governments imposed import restrictions,
Hong Kong.textile industrialists realized the necessity
to expand their market in other countries. The expansion
strategy worked very well. The industry thus grew in
terms of exports during the 1960's.
Keen competition came from Japan and other Southeast
Asia countries, such as Taiwan, South Korea, Malaya, Sin-
gapore, and Indonesia. Hong Kong, being a free port, was
a market for neighbouring countries to dump their redun-
dant stocks. In the middle of 1962, Japan dumped cheap
woollen yarn into Hong Kong. The result was a hard blow
to the Hong Kong woollen spinning industry which was young
at the time. In the years from 1970 to 1971 Pakistan
cotton yarn, which was given a government subsidy, flowed
into Hong Kong at a price lower than the cost of raw cotton.
Fortunately, along with the devaluation of the Pakistani
rupee, the export subsidy was abolished in late 1972. The
23
gap between the price of ralustani yarn ana nong nuilg ldiii
was gradually narrowed.
2.3 Prospects of the Industry
1973 was a year of prosperity of Hong Kong's textile
industry. The production of yarn and cloth could hardly
cope with the demand, and prices soared. Most of the
spinning mills experienced excellent profits in this year.
Unfortunately, the energy crisis resulted in a decline
for -.the demand of yarn, and the business situation of the
spinning industry began to deteriorate in mid-1974. Be-
cause demand for yarn was declining, yarn production
throughout the non--Communist} world waned. In Hong Kong
thousands of bales of finished yarn piled up because of
a fall-off in orders. To reduce inventory carrying cost,
some spinning mills cut down production by twenty to
thirty per cent and operated only five days a week instead
of seven normal days (10, p. 60). Thousands of Hong
Kong spinning workers earned twenty to thirty per cent
less than they had a year earlier (10, p. 60). The bad
states of business caused serious social unrest in Hong
Kong because of the great numbers of people employed by
the textile industry.
In addition to the declining demand, quotas imposed
by many governments in 1974 were the main obstacles to
the growth of the Hong Kong textile industry. In October
1974 Australia, a promising market for Hong Kon textile
24
products, decreed that textile imports from Hong Kong
and other Asia countries disrupted her domestic market
and therefore limited the imports of some textile items
from Hong Kong. In the United Kingdom, where textile
imports from Hong Kong had been subjected to quotas for
many years, the British Shirt Manufacturers' Federation
requested the government to further restrict shirt imports
from Hong Kong. Regarding Canada, an agreement dealing
with exports from Hong Kong to Canada was reached and
came into force in October 1974. This agreement requested
Hong Kong exporters to register orders from Canada with
the Hong Kong Department of Commerce and Industry in
order to be granted export licences for goods. The De-
partment in turn informed the Canadian government about
the issued licences and the schedule of shipments. In
an emergency the Canadian government was able to, restrain
further shipments. In July 1974 an agreement which lim-
ited Hong Kong textile exports to the United States was
concluded and became effective for three years beginning
Octoberl, 1974. In Switzerland the textile imports from
Hong Kong were limited to an annual growth rate of four
per cent. Italy, in April 1974, also imposed severe re-
strictions on all imports of manufactured goods.
In view of the difficulties due to the declining
market, increasing costs and export limitations, Hong Kong
spinners purchased new machinery to increase efficiency,
to improve quality, and to cut down costs. In 1974 some
25
mills installed open-end spinning machines,1 More open-
end spinning machines are expected to be installed in
the future. Production doubled and production efficiency
tripled by utilizing these machines. At the same time,
the quality of yarn improved. In addition to new invest-
ment in machines, some spinners transferred a part of their
production facilities to Malaysia or Indonesia where wage
rates, rents and electricity rates were lower.
The market situation got worse in the beginning of
1975. On February 14, which was three days after the
Chinese New Year, only five spinning mills started produc-
tion. The percent of woollen spinning mills that started
production was lower. Though all spinning mills began
operation on February 17, the production was cut down sub-
stantially (13).
The future of Hong Kong textile exports to the Euro-
pean Economic Community (EEC) is still uncertain. The
EEC's preference scheme continues to discriminate against
Hong Kong textile products. If the problem of oil Prices
remains unsolved, the downward trend in world demand for
yarn will continue. The future of the spinning industry
will depend, to a large extent, on the general economic
situation, ingenuity of the management, and expansion of
exports through research and improved marketing techniques.
1 Open-end spinning machines were first introduced in
Czechoslovakia and then were gradually introduced in Swit-
zerland and Japan.
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3,0 A BRIEF REVIEW OF QUALITY CONThW AUTIVITIES
IN SELECTED COUNTRIES
3.1 The United states or America
During World War II quality control in American indus-
tries developed rapidly. The application of industrial
standards as well as statistical quality control techniques
reduced the production cost to a large extent by reducing
the percentage of sub-standard goods., There were well-
established organizations, institutes, and societies which
laid down standards for a wide scope of products, such as
textiles, electrical equipment, plastics and leather. The
American Standards Association (ASA), which was established
in 1928, provides information on American or foreign stand-
ards, holds annual conference on standards, and publishes
the periodical Magazine of Standards. The National Bureau
of Standards (NBS), with its major laboratories located in
Washington D.C., develops and maintains national standards.
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTN), a
well-known national society, concentrates on the research
in engineering materials, their specifications and the
methods of testing. It published ASTM Manual of Quality
Control of Materials. The U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA) is concerned with the quality of food and drugs.
It inspects sanitary conditions, raw material used, the
27
packing and labelling of food or drug factories, and pro-
vides technical assistance to the food and drug indus-
tries. To promote the application of quality control,
the American Society for Quality Control (ASQC) was es-
tablished in 1946• The main activities of this society
include 1) providing courses in quality control training
and inspection training 2) offering meetings for its t
members with professional engineers and experts in qual-.
ity control in order to exchange ideas and experience in
the application of quality control 3) publishing the
journal Industrial Quality Control and 4) awarding med-
als for persons who have contributed to research and the
development of quality control. Apart from ASQC, the
Consumer Union (CU) also influences the quality of con-
sumer goods. It tests consumer goods and publishes the
test results monthly.
3.2 The United Kingdom
In Britain the British Standards Institution (BSI)
assumes the responsibilities of international standardi-
zation activities. In addition to publication and revi-
sion of standards, the Institution developed the British
Standard Mark and encouraged the manufacturers to use it.
This mark certifies that the quality of the commodity
carrying the mark has met the requirements of British
Standards. Another organization called National Council
for Quality and Reliability (NCQR) was set up in 1961.
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Mainly an advisory and policy-making unit, it issues a
monthly Newsletter Quality and 1leliabi.1ity. The Consumers'
Association, like the Consumer Union in America, is pri-
marily concerned with the protection of consumers by
testing consumer goods and publishing results in a manazine
called Which?. The Direcotrate of Electrical Inspection
of the Ministry of Aviation (QUILA) specializes in the
control of quality and reliability of electrical and elec-
tronic equipment used by the Army and Royal Air Force.
3.3 Japan
In Japan statistical quality control was introduced
as early as 1931 and developed rapidly after World War II.
In 1945 the Japanese Standard Committee was set up, which
was responsible for the establishment of Japanese Standards
for raw materials and commodities. In 1949 the Industrial
Standardization Law came into force with the purpose of
improving the quality of industrial products and increasing
the efficiency of production. Under the Industrial Stand-
ardization haw, a special mark was developed. This mark,
which shows the conformity of quality of goods to the
Japanese Industrial Standards, simplifies the promotion of
commodities. After World War II two well-known institu-
tions were organized-- Japanese Standards Association (JSA)
and Japan Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUST). Major
activities include 1) conducting studies on quality control,
operations research and industrial engineering 2) pro-
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viding training courses or seminars in quality control
3) providing consulting service on quality control and
4) publishing books on quality control or data about
Japanese Industrial Standards. Besides the educational
programs sponsored by JSA or JUSE, the.Nippon Shortwave
Broadcasting Company (NSE) and Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK)
also provided educational, courses in quality control
over radio or television.
In 1951 Deming prizes were established, which were
awarded to the companies or persons who had made out-
standing contributions to the research or application
of quality control.
The education courses provided by institutions or
brQadcasting companies, the enforcement of the Industrial
Standardization Law, the establishment of Deming prizes,
and the visits of leading American quality control ex-
perts in the 1950's contributed considerably toward the
advancement of quality control in Japan
3.4 The Republic of China
Compared to the United States, the United Kingdom
and'Japan, the Republic of China lagged behind in the
development of quality control. It was in 1955 that
Taiwan Fertilizer Company first used statistical quality
control. In 1955 the China Productivity and Trade Center
(CFTC) was established. The Center promotes the appli-
cation of quality control by providing educational pro-
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grams, by assisting local companies in setting up quality
control systems, and by investigating periodically the
progress of quality control systems in local companies.
Following the establishment of CFTC, in 1962 the Ministry
of Economic Affairs set up a committee aimed at expanding
foreign markets through improvement in product quality.
As for standardization, there is National Bureau of
Standards which carries out national standardization. It
develops and maintains national standards. The National
Bureau of Standards, like the British Standards Institu-
tion, developed the standards mark which the Bureau en-
couraged the manufacturers to use.
3.5 South Korea
Quality control concepts and techniques were not
widely adopted in South Korea until the 1960's. The Korea
Productivity Center, set up in 1957, provides training
courses and a consulting service. In 1961 the Law for
Industrial Standardization became effective. In the same
year the Bureau of Standards was set up. The major func-
tion include establishment of industrial standards, im-
provement in quality of products and in efficiency of
production.
3.6 Hong Kona
It has been the opinion of Hong Kong manufacturers
that it is not practical to develop Hong Kong Standards
as Hong Kong products supply the world market and must
31
meet the standards of importing countries (11, 1968). No
organization has been set up to assume the responsibility
of developing Hong Kong standards. The Federation of Hong
Kong Industries, established in 1960, provides textile
testing services, chemical analysis, and watch case. and
casing testing. It helps manufacturers to test whether
the required standards are met. In 1968 the Federation
became a member of International Organization for Stand-
ardization. The Testing and Standards Divisions was set
up by the Federation in 1969 to assist manufacturers to
produce according to the standards of importing countries.
The Standards Library of 'the Federation contains thousands
of standards issued by foreign countries. In addition to
the testing services, the Federation, with the Hong Kong
Productivity. Council and Hong Kong Management Association,
provide wide-scope training courses including quality
control.
In February 1975 Mr. D.F. Espir, a quality control
and certification marking expert of the United Nations,
visited Hong Kong to assist Hong Kong in standardization
(13). He made the recommendation that it was time for
Hong Kong to develop its own standards and a quality cer-
tification mark, which should be registered with the Gov-
ernment for legal'-protection. He also cited the necessity
of organizing a quality control association to promote the
application of quality control, which would mark a positive
step toward the advancement of quality control in Hong Kong.
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4 .0 QUALITY CONTROL MANAGEMENT
4.1 The Quality Control System
Quality does not mean best in the absolute sense.
It means best for certain conditions, such as the use
of the product, market demand, cost and selling price.
Quality of products can be defined as follows (3, p. 13):
the composite product characteristics of engineer-
ing and manufacture that determine the degree to which
the product in use will meet the expections of customers
This definition demonstrates two different meanings
of quality: quality of design which refers to the speci-
fication set up for the end use of the product, and
quality of conformance which refers to the degree of con-
formance to the specification.
The "quality control" function is not much different
from other control functions. It consists of four pro-
cedures: 1) setting quality standards, 2) measuring
degree of conformance to the standards, 3) taking. cor-
rective action when the variance exceeds tolerable limits
and 4) planning for improvement in the standards and in
the degree of conformance. Effective quality control
must start with the planning of the product and end when
the customers are satisfied with it. It should not con-
contrate on inspection alone, or on statistical analysis
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alone, because quality of products is affected at every
stage of design, purchasing, engineering, manufacturing,
testing, marketing and distribution. This concept is the
"Total Quality Control" advocated by Mr. A.V. Feigenbaum
(3). Figure 4.1 shows a quality control system which
consists of two sybsystems S1 and S2. S1 refers to the
communication among marketing,. quality planning, manu-
facturing, and distribution. Customer needs and desires
are evaluated by marketing research. Based on the over-
all quality objectives, product and process are carefully
planned and resources are effectively allocated. Plans
are carried out and the final products are distributed to
the customers. Continuous communication ensures that any
change in the customers' needs can be responded to quickly.
The information from marketing, quality objectives,
quality planning, resource allocation, manufacturing, and
distribution serves as the input of the subsystem S2. S2
is primarily a communication and feedback system. The
communication should be quick and continuous. (heference
may be made to Kirkpatrick(9).)
In summary, quality control is a coordinating and
integrating function. It coordinates and integrates the
various quality responsibilities so that efforts can be
channeled to the quality objectives.
We now may look at the statistical summaries of the
present survey about the communication between quality
control unit and marketing, quality planning, manufac-
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FIGURE 4.1
A QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM
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turing, resource allocation, customer service in the Hon
Kong spinning industry.
Marketing
In Hong Kong, spinning mills usually produce to the
requirements of the orders they receive from overseas or
local customers. Managers seldom initiate marketing res-
earch to assess customer desire in order to develop new
products partly because of financial restrictions and
the standardization of their products. Instead, as major
parts of their marketing campaigns, they provide adequatE
customer service and deliver the goods on time.
Quality planning
Generally, specification design is undertaken by the
design engineers. Quality control groups are consulted
to discuss the difficulties in production. The contin-
uous information feedback is instrumental to the cooper-
ation between the production and quality groups.
As shown in Table 4.11 21.7 per cent of the parti-
cipating mills assigned quality control groups to set up
specifications for yarn 47.8 per cent of the mills con-
sulted with quality control groups about specification
design 30.4 per cent let operation engineers or mill
managers perform this job without consulting quality con-
trol groups.
Resources
Materials, machines and men are three fundamental
factors which affect product quality. As for raw mate-
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TABLE 4.1
THE ROLE OF QUALITY CONTROL GROUP IN
SPECIFICATION DESIGN
SmallMediumLarge
TotalMill Mi11 Per centMi11
Responsible 2 12 21.75
47.8113Consulted 5 5
0 2 30.4Not Consulted 75
23 100.09Total 95
rial, man-made fibers are mainly supplied by Japan. Supply
remains stable and a good vendor-vendee relationship is
maintained. However, the supply of raw cotton has been
subjected to variation. Great flunctuation in market sup-
ply and prices makes the raw cotton purchasing a specula-
tive transaction. The decision rests, to a large extent,
in the hands of mill owners. The quality control groups
are responsible for analyzing the characteristics of raw
cotton and making recommendations. Yet a large number of
quality control groups, particularly in the small mills,
do not make any recommendations on raw material purchasing
as shown in Table 4.2.
On the whole, quality control groups in Hong Kong
spinning mills work closely with maintenance groups. About
87 per cent (Table 4.3) of the quality control groups are
responsible for maintenance or act as consultants. They
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TAR LE 4.2
TiiE ROLE OF QUALITY CONTROL GROUPS IN PIThCHASING OR
SUPPLIERS SELECTION
Large Medium Small
Mill Mill Mill Total Per cent
Consulted 2 815 34.8
Not Consulted 0 87 15 65.2
Total 9 235 9 100.0
TABLE 4.3
THE ROLE OF QUALITY CONTROL GROUPS
IN MA INTENANCE
Large Mediurr Small
MillMill Mill Total Per cent
Responsible 1 8.71 0 2
Consulted 4 187 7 78.2
Not Consulted 0 1 2 3 13.1
aTotal 5 239 100.0
set up the maintenance schemes and test the machines after
they are periodically cleaned.
Workers' training is usually undertaken by the Oper-
ation Department or Personnel Department. More than fifty
per cent of the quality control groups participate in set-
ting up training programs as depicted in Table 4.4.
A breakdown of quality control groups duty in process-
capacity studies is: 13.1 per cent of the quality control
groups perform process-capacity studies 52.1 per cent
act as consultants and 34.8 per cent do not participate
in this activity. These figures can be found in Table
4.5.
Customer service
As for the frequency of customers' complaints, most
managers conclude that it depends heavily on the business
TABLE 4.4
THE ROLE OF QUALITY CONTROL GROUPS IN OPERATORS
TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION
Large Medium Small
Mill Mill Mill Total Per cent
Zesponsible 0 1 1 2 8.7
Consulted 4 2 4 10 43.5
Tot Consulted 1 4 11 47.8
Total 5 9 9 23 100.0
TABLE 4. 5
TIE ROLE OF QUALITY CONTROL GROUPS IN
PROCESS-CAPACITY STUDIES,
Large medium Small
Mill Mill Mill Total Per cent
Responsible 12 0 3 13.1
Consulted 33 6 3 12 52.1
Not Consulted 0 8 34.82
Total 95 9 23 100.0
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of the weaving and garment industry. When business is
booming, there are few cases of complaints about quality.
In times of recession, customers are more inclined to com-
plain to cut down prices. In large mills, quality control
personnel come into frequency contact with customers and.
settle customer complaints. In most medium or small mills,
mill manager or the Operation Department are responsible
for settlement of customer complaints while quality control
groups are assigned to analyze the causes of defects. The
figures are showned in Table 4.6.
TABLE' 4.6
THE ROLE OF. QUALITY CONTROL GROUPS IN SETTLING THE
CUSTOMER CO MPLANITS
Large Medium Small
TotalMillMill Mill Per cent
Responsible 26.162 04
Consulted 60.96 141 7
131Not Consulted 00 33
5 23Total 100.099
In summary, quality control groups in large mills
participate more actively in many functional areas of
the industrial cycle. The communication and feedback
systems are quite satisfactory. On the other hand, on
most small mills quality control groups are primarily
concerned with inspection tasks. The difference between
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large and small mills in this aspect is due to the dif-
ference in management's attitude toward the organization
for quality control, which is discussed in detail in
Section 4.2.
4.2 The Organization for Quality Control
The quality control organization serves two principal
functions: it integrates various quality responsibilities
to fulfill the customer needs at minimum quality cost, and
it stimulates a quality-consciousness among all employees.
Establishing an adequate quality control organization is
a matter of human relationships. Its success depends on
many factors among which management's attitude is para-
mount.
Companies vary widely in products, personalities, and
objectives. There is no basic quality control organiza-..
tion that can be applied to every company and every in-
dustry. However, general procedures listed below can
be followed for planning a sound quality control organi-
zation:
1. establishing the objectives of quality control
2. analyzing and allocating the work elements and
responsibilities
3. specifying organization charts and job descrip-
tions
Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 describe briefly the situa-
tion of quality control enforcement in the Hong Kong spin-
ning mills in terms of the type of quality control organi-
zation and number of employees in the organization. In
TA13LE 4.7
TYPE OF QUALITY CONTROL ORGANIZATION
Type of Large Medium Small
Organizatior. Mi 11 Mill Mill Total Per cent
Quality Control
Department 7 3 15 65.2
Testing Labs 0 2 6 8 34.8
Total 25 9 9 100.0
TABLE 4.8
NUi1l3 E R OF EMPLOYEES IN THE QUALITY
CONTROL ORGANIZATION
Number of Large Medium Small
Employees Mill Mill Mill Total Per cent
0- 10 0 7 7 60.8
11- 20 2 1 2 21.8
21- 30 2 1 0
14
13.0
More thar 3 1 0 0 1 4.3
Total 5 9 239 100.0
most small mills, quality control groups are organized as
testing labs. About two-third of the mills employ less
than ten workers. Only four quality control groups con-
sists of more than twenty employees.
The organization for quality control in the Hong Kong




Figure 4.2 represents a relatively well-established qual-
ity control organization. The quality Control Department,
parallel to the Operation Department and Maintenance De-
partment, is directly under the mill manager. It consists
of four sections. The raw material section is responsible
for the analysis and testing of incoming raw material,
the semi-product and finished product section is mainly
engaged in routine tests. The control section analyzes
the records measured and-take corrective actions. The
statistical section is concerned with production quantity,
wnrkPrc' wn.apnd plant expenditures.
FIGUIL 4.2
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Figure 4.3 shows another different type of quality
control organization whose testing lab is under the Oper-
ation Department.
FIGURE 4.3







Two opposite kinds of management philosophy exist in
the spinning industry. Some spinning mills insist that
quality control personnel should be more experience, with
higher educational background and better know-how than the
operation or maintenance personnel, so that Quality Control
Department can play a leading role and better cooperation
among these departments can be achieved. In these mills
quality control groups participate in wide scope activities
Another kind of philosophy prevails particularly in
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small mills. These mills advocate employing workers with
low education and organizing the testing labs which per-
form routine inspection under the supervision of a foreman.
The workers in testing labs have little knowledge about
the meanings of the records measured, and consequently,
they cannot detect the presence of trouble. It rests with
the mill manager or operation personnel to analyze the
data and take corrective actions. The testing labs do not
participate in activities other than routine testing.
Because of the narrow scope of their responsibilities,
little conflict arises between the testing labs and other
departments.
Actually, the cooperation among quality control, pro-
duction and maintenance groups depends on many factors.
Management's attitude is the most predominant one. The
mill managers should understand quality, production and
maintenance problems, so that they can fairly settle any
disagreement among these groups. Biased attitude frus-
trates cooperation.
One way to improved cooperation is by providing quality
training programs for all levels of employees. These pro-
grams help the employees to understand their responsibility
and their contribution to the overall quality of products.
However, none of the mills participating in this survey
have provided such training programs.
The organization for quality control in most mills
are simple. There are no written job descriptions. Res-
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ponsibilities are not well clarified. In small mills, in
order to cut down cost, managers employ workers who do
not have enough training to undertake quality control ac-
tivities. The cost of quality, which is discussed in
Sec. 4.3, is one of the primary factors that affected the
organization for quality control.
4.3 Quality Cost
Quality affects the production cost and value of the
product. Superior quality of design means higher cost to
control quality. On the then hand, with higher levels
of quality, the manufacturers can sell the product at
higher prices as well as secure a higher share of markets.
However, this.does not mean that a straight dollar-for-
dollar relationship exists between the cost of quality and
value of quality. Figure 4.4 (9, p. 8) shows that as
quality of design increases, the value of quality in-
creases,at a decreasing rate while cost of quality in-
creases at an increasing rate. To determine an optimum
level is an economic decision based on the balance between
cost of quality and value of quality. The answer to the
question Will better quality generate higher revenue?
depends on the demand and supply situation of the product.
It is the work of marketing research to study the quality
elasticity of the product, the consuming habits of users
and the price premium they are willing to pay.
The efforts to improve quality of design are paima-
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Increasing quality of design
rily concerned with revenue expansion while the efforts to
improve quality of conformance aim at to reduce cost.
quality of conformance affects costs in two ways. First,
it affects process cost. To achieve a greater degree of
conformance, the manufacturers must use a more costly
process. Secondly, it affects quality cost. With a
greater degree of conformance, the manufacturers can rev-..
duce the routine inspection and the loss due to scrap and
rework.
Figure 4.5 (8, p. 48) illustrates the relationship
between costs and the quality of conformance. There
exists an optimum level of quality K, at which total cost
is minimized.
Cost of quality is widely scattered throughout the
various departments including Marketing, Engineering,
Manufacturing, Sales and Quality Control. The American
Society for Quality Control classified the operating qual-
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quality cost as follows :
1 . Preventioncost : cost due to preventingdefects
from occuring , including the cost
of quality planning , process con -
trol , quality training , engineer -
ing , design and developmentof
quality measuring equipment .
2 . Appraisalcost : cost due to evaluating the quality
characteristicsto assure con -
formance to the design specifi -
cation , such as cost of inspec -
tion , and quality audit
3 . Failure cost : cost due to defectivematerial or
products ( internal failure cost )
and cost due to customercom -
plaints ( external failure cost )
includingcost of scrap , rework ,
customerservic
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Generally, when prevention cost increases, the number
of defective products reduces and with better quality of
conformance, the routine inspection is reduced. As a
result, the appraisal cost and failure cost are cut down.
One of the important functions of the quality control
groups is to collect cost data and to make analysis.
Analysis of quality cost includes time-to-time comparison
and product-to-product comparison, that is, comparing one
month's operation to the previous months' operations and
comparing one product's operation to other products'
operations in terms of the quality cost items.
Only two of the quality control groups of the twenty-
three participating mills have annually analyzed the per-
centage of the labour cost of quality control personnel
against the company's overall cost, and have collected
data for expenditures in inspection equipment. None of
the other mills made quality cost analyses. Most of the
quality control staff had no idea about the three quality
cost items mentioned above.
The estimated percentages of labour cost of quality
control personnel over company's total labour cost are
shown in Table 4.9. The percentage are low since the
quality control organizations in spinning mills are sim-
ple, consisting of a few employees. A high percent (60.9
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5.0 STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL
5.1 Quality Control Practice in
Yarn Manufacturing
Quality control practice in yarn-making includes the
control of raw material, semi-products, final products and
machinery. Raw materials are received in various forms:
cotton in bales wool in fleeces rayon, nylon, and other
synthetics in tubes, cones, cops, spools or skeins* lslatu-
ral fibers are restricted in length while man--made fibers
are continuous and can be cut to desired lengths.
The process of cotton yarn making is used to illus-
trate the quality control practice from cleaning to spin-
ning. The manufacturing processes of cotton yarn and
function of each process will be described briefly. The
control items in each process and the methods used will
also be mentioned. The statistical.techniques will be
discussed in detail in the next three sections.
The manufacturing process of cotton yarn consists of
preparatory process which includes:opening, mixing and
blending, picking and lapping, and cleaning process which
start from carding and end with drawing, and spinning
process.
Opening When raw cotton is received by the spinners,
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it is tightly packaged. The first step is to open the
bales and loosen up the cotton. In small mills, hand
labour is sometimes employed while in medium or large
scale mills, machines such as bale-breakers, opener pick-
ers are used.
Raw cotton is tested for staple length, strength,
moisture content, impurities content, and consequently,
its grade is determined. In principle the control of the
quality of raw cotton is not different from the control of
raw materials. In practice, however, there are problems,
such as how to secure a representative sample and how to
test the sampled fibers. The test may be carried out by
visual or manual inspection, or by inspection instruments
such as bear cotton sorters.
Mixing or Blending Different kinds of loosened up
cotton are mixed. The reasons are that it is impossible
to get a sufficient supply of a specific kind of cotton,
and every kind of cotton has its unique characteristics
such as in staple length, strength, and moisture content.
By mixing different kinds of cotton, uniformity in char-
acteristics will be improved.
The supervisor should check the mixing operation by
patrol inspection. Mixing ratio, staple length and cotton
grade are recorded on control charts.
Picking and Lapping In this process raw cotton is
further loosened up. The heavier impurities and shorter
fibers are removed. Cotton fibers are formed into a
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compressed sheet called lap. The object is to get uni-
formity in staple length and lap weight.
Control charts are used to control lap weight, lap
evenness and percentage of rejected lap.
Cardin a Carding is one of the most important manu-
facturing process in which the fibers are strengthened
the retained impurities and shorter fibers are moved.
The carded fibers are formed into gossamer-like sheets
called carding webs.
The number of defects, neps and motes, on the carding
webs is controlled by using control charts. A mainte-
nance plan which specifies the number of cards to be
checked on scheduled date should be set up. The carding
machines should be properly set, cleaned and stripped
periodically.
Combing Fibers are sometimes subjected to this
additional cleaning process which further removes the
shorter fibers and impurities to produce high quality
yarn.
Drawing Drawing is to strengthen the carded or
combed fibers and lay them parallel in a finer thread
called sliver. Drawing sliver is controlled by checking
the relative humidity, sliver grains-and sliver breakages.
Control charts are used. The purpose of control is to
minimize variation in sliver weight and variation in the
frequency of breakages.
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Roving Sliver is next passed through speed frames
to draw it out and twist it together to form compact
thread called roving. Control items in this process in-
clude roving grains, roving breakages and defective
roving bobbins.
Ring Spinning Ring spinning may be considered the
last yarn-making process in which the roving is further
drawn, twisted and attenuated. The final product is
called yarn. The grains, strength, breakage, evenness,
and appearance of yarn are all subjected to tests. The
percentage of idle spindles is also recorded on control
charts. The purposes of control are to reduce the idle
spindles and to increase ring frame efficiency.
Wool fibers are also made into yarn by carding and
combing. The processes of cleaning and mixing of wool
fibers are more complex than those of cotton fibers. Wool
yarn is combed or carded depending on the use of the
fibers. Yarn that is carded is called woollen yarn and
that which is carded and combed is called worsted yarn.
Staple man-made fibers are spun into yarn in the same
manner as cotton, except that the cleaning process is not
required.
Normally the raw material purchase decision is de-
termined largely by the cost and market situation. The
raw material supply, especially cotton, in Hong Kong is
characterized-by tremendous variation and often goes
beyond the control of the Quality Control Department.
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Therefore, the inspection of raw material becomes an
important job. Theoretically, the Quality Control Depart-
ment is an appropriate unit to inspect the raw materials.
Twenty-one (91.3 per cent) of the twenty three mill par-
ticipating in this survey assign their Quality Control
Departments or testing labs to undertake this job. There
is one Purchasing Department performing the raw material
inspection. One of the small mills does not have this
inspection because it is a branch of a large company and
has to accept whatever is supplied by the parent company.
These figures are shown in Table 5.1.
All of the medium or large scale mills perform the
raw material test by inspection instruments. One of the
small mills still lacks such facilities. About half of
the mills inspect 10 per cent of a given lot. Only two
mills perform 100 per cent inspection (Table 5.1).
Table 5.2 shows that all the mills let their Quality
Control Departments or testing labs perform the in-process
control, which includes machine and semi-product inspec-
tion and final product test.
Sliver grains are subjected to frequent inspection.
Fifteen of the twenty three mills test this item at least
once every shift. Lap evenness and roving grains are
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INSPECTION FREQUENCY OF SEMI-PRODUCTS AND FINAL
PRODUCTS
Lap weight Sliver Roving YarnInspection item Lap
weight pervard grains grains grains
Number of Mills Inspecting Each ItemFrequency
Four times every
100 70shift
1050Twice every shift 0
6331Once every shift 2
2100Twice every day 0
91333Once every day 6
0111Once every two days 1
010Once every week 6 9
00Once every month 30
0002Not fixed
000ZNo inspection 2
LI 44 44No answer
Total
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5.2 Quality Control Charts
The term statistical quality control covers all the
statistical tools used in quality control jobs. Among
these tools, control charts are widely used in yarn manu-
facturing. They are defined as follows(3, p. 250):
A chronological (hour-by-hour, day-by-day) graphical
comparison of actual product-quality characteristics with
limits reflecting the ability to produce as shown by past
experience on the product characteristics.
The quality of the manufactured -product is always
subjected to variations which fall in two broad categories:
usual variation that occurs in a random manner as a result
of chance and unusual variation which occurs because of
assignable causes. The objective of the control charts
is to disclose the presence of assignable causes by com-
paring actual production variation with the control limits.
They serve as a basis for establishing or changing speci-
fication and production procedure. In some cases they also
provide information in determining whether to accept or
reject a given lot of manufactured or purchased products.
There are three kinds of control charts generally
useful in quality control jobs although not all are cur-
rently used in the Hong Kong spinning industry.
1. The control charts for variables, including (a)
the control chart for average and range, described as X-R
chart, and (b) the control chart for average and standard
deviation, described as the X- chart.
2. The control chart for fraction defective, described
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as the p chart.
3. The control chart for defects, described as the
c chart
The control charts for variables are applied to those
quality characteristics that can be measured and expressed
in numbers, such as weight, length, dimension, and strength.
The selection of quality characteristics used for control
charts is based on the costs of inspection, rework and re-
jection. The characteristics which will make the product
nonfunctional or will cause substantial rework cost if the3
go outside the specification limits are candidates for con-
trol charts.
The rattionale of the chart is based on the Central
Limit Theorem. This theorem states that as the sample size
increases, the distribution of sample means approaches a
normal distribution. If the distribution is roughly nor-
mal, approximately 0.27 per cent of the cases will fall
outside the interval between ) and , where and
stand for the mean and standard deviation respectively.
It would be a very rare occurrence, in which a point falls
outside the 3-sigma limits purely due to chance. There-
fore, control ilmits are commonly set at the three standard
deviations above and below the mean. The rule for setting
up the control limits is, as a matter of fact, based on
the economic balance of cost due to two kinds of errors:
the error of looking for assignable causes when they are
absent and the error of failing to look for trouble when
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it actually exists. 3-sigma has been chosen because ex-
perience has proved it to be most useful and economical.
Instead of standard deviation, some manufacturers set up
control limits based on the specification requirements or
on management judgment.
Control limits on the charts for average and standard
deviations are not based on the use of normal distribution
According to Tchebycheff's inequality, less than 1/9,(
that is 11.1 per cent) of the .cases will be outside the 3-
sigma limits under any circumstance (4, p. 75). It is
sufficient to say that such a chance occurrence would be
unlikely.
Tables have been prepared to simplify the tedious
work of computing control limits. The control charts for
variables are widely used in spinning industries in the
control of staple length, staple strength, lap weight, lap
evenness, sliver grains, roving grains and yarn grains.
The p chart--the control chart for fraction defec-
tive--is applied to the quality characteristics which can
be observed as attributes or are considered as attributes.
Such characteristics classify manufactured products into
two classes--those that meet the specification and those
that do not. The fraction defective is the ratio of
number of defectives to the total number of products ins-
pected. The frequencies of sample fraction defectives
follow the binomial law, provided that the fraction de-
fective of the universe remains unchanged. The central
line is set up at p ,which stands for the mean of sample
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fraction defedtives. The control limits are set up at
where n is the sample size.
In yarn making the p chart is used to control such
things as the percentages of rejected lap, defective of
roving bobbins and idle spindles.
The control chart for defects--c chart--is used in
special situations such as in the control of neps and
motes on carding webs, where a count is made for the
number of defects.
Control limits in c chart are based on the use of the
Poisson as a probability distribution. The central line
is at c --the mean number of sample defects. The control
limits are at
In Hong Kong spinning mills, the use of control
charts has not been widely adopted. Only one-third of
the small mills employed control charts. Even for the
large mills, the fraction is not high. These figures can
been found in Table 5.4.
Of the various kinds of control charts discussed
above, the X-d chart, p chart, and the c chart have not
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been used at any of the mills included in the survey.
X-R chart is used in a few control items (see Table 5.5).
The control limits are not based on standard deviation,
but on customer requirements or management judgment.
The reasons why various control charts are not widely
used in Hong Kong Mills are:
1. Insufficient labour force--Most of the quality
TABLE 5.4
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control groups consist of less than fifteen employees.
The quality control personnel are fully occupied with
routine testing work and consequently are too busy to
calculated the necessary figures for control chart use.
2. Insufficient knowledge--Most of the workers en-
gaged in routine tests are from primary school. Insuffi-
cient education make them feel confused when they are
asked to calculate a lot of figures. Moreover, some of
the senior staff in Quality Control Departments or testing
labs have little knowledge of the relevant statistical
techniques. They do not realize the advantage of control
charts.
3. Great variation in product specification--In Hong
Kong, spinning mills tend to manufacture to meet the re-
quirement of their orders. The variation of yarn ranges
from 4 to 100 counts. The frequent changes in raw mate-
rial, in product specification and in machine setting
make those in charge of quality control hesitate to use
control charts.
The control chart is simply one kind of statistical
tool. It requires effort and expense to measure the qual-
ity characteristics, to calculte, the figures and to plot
the charts. Any attempt to use them should be based on
the economic balance between the cost and the benefits.
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5.3 Acceptance Sampling Plan
Apart from control charts, acceptance sampling is an
important technique used in quality control jobs. A man-
ufacturer who purchases raw material or component parts
from outside sources must assure satisfactory quality of
the materials. One approach to obtaining this assurance
is 100 per cent inspection. In cases where inspection
is destructive, 100 per cent inspection is obviously pro-
hibitive. Even in cases where it is feasible, 100 per
cent inspection can not guarantee the acceptance of satis-
factory quality. Some defective materials may be accepted
as a result of the inspectors' fatigue that results from
repetitive operation. A more economical and effective
approach is sampling inspection. Decisions on acceptance
or rejection are based on the information available from
a relatively small sample taken from the lot.
An acceptance sampling plan is described by four
factors:
1. N : The number of parts in a given lot
2. m : The number of samples
3. ni : The size of each sample
4. ci : The maximum allowable number of defective
parts in each sample
Based on the difference in the number of samples,
there are three kinds of sampling plans: single, double,
and multiple. In a single sampling plan decision is based
on one sample from the lot. Double sampling plan calls
for a second sample when a decision can not be made from
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the inspection of the first sample. Multiple sampling
plan requires more than two samples when necessary to
reach a decision.
No sampling plan can protect the manufacturers com-
pletely against the acceptance of defective porducts. It
always involves some degree of risk. The power of a sam,
pling plan to discriminate defective products can be shown
by the Operating Characteristics (OC) curve, which shows
the probability of accepting a given lot that contains a
certain per cent defective. Figure 5.1 shows the OC curve
for a single sampling plan n=50, c=1 (2, p. 624).
A steeper OC curve shows that the sampling plan is
more powerful. If p is the Lot Tolerance Per Cent Defec-
tive (LTPD), an ideal sampling plan should be one that
accepts all lots of equal or better quality and rejects
all those are worse. The OC curve of such a plan is a
vertical line at p. It can be achieved except by 100
per cent inspection.
The risks involved in a sampling plan fall into two
categories, Producer's risk and Consumer's risk. Pro-
ducer's risk refers to the probability that a lot of the
acceptance quality level (AQL) will be rejected. Con-
sumer's risk refers to the probability that a lot of LTPIJ
will be accepted. Figure 5.1 shows the AQL, LTP), Pro-
ducer's risk and Consumer's risk.
In common practice, a rejected lot is subjected to
100 per cent inspection. After screening, the defective
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FIGURE 5.1
OPERATING CIIARACTEIlUSTICS (OC) CURVE FOR
A SAMPLING PLAN vIITII n=50, c=1.
Actual per cent
LTPDAQL defective
products are removed. In the long run, the average out-
going quality will not exceed a certain limit called
Average Outgoing Quality Limit (AOQL). Consumer's risk,
Producer's risk, LTPD, AQL, and AOQL serve as criteria of
developing a sampling plan.
Two useful volumes of standard tables are available
which describe various sampling plans. They are the
Dodge-Roming System and MIL-STD-105D.
The characteristics of the Dodge-Roming Systems are:
1. It specifies the Lot Tolerance Per cent Defective
or the Average Outgoing Quality Limit.
2. It minimizes average total inspection.
This system includes four master tables:
1. Single Sampling Lot Tolerance Tables





3. Single Sampling AOQL Tables
4. Double Sampling AOQL Tables
1'11L-STD 105D tables specify the sampling plan for a
number of AQL. The master tables include single., double,
and multiple sampling. The choice among normal, reduced,
or tightened inspection depends on the user's judgment.
Formal acceptance sampling has not been used at any
of the mills included in this survey. In the assembly
industry, such as that of electronics and the automobile,
it is an important tool in quality control.
5.4 Other Statistical Methods
Instead of control charts and acceptance sampling, a
few mills have used Frequency Distribution or Moving
Average in the quality control jobs. These figures can
be found in Table 5.6.
Frequency distribution has been rdfinprl ac (3, p. 201)
Tabulation, or tally, of the number of times a given
quality-characteristics measurement occurs within the
sample of product being checked
TABLE 5.6
NUMJ3ER OF MILLS THAT USE OTHER
STATISTICAL METHODS




First, a sufficient number of readings are recorded.
The quality characteristics is then plotted on one axis of
a graph while the number of occurrences is plotted on the
other axis. The frequency distribution provides informa-
tion concerning the central tendency and the dispersion
of the distribution. The characteristics of an entire
lot can be predicted from the characteristics of the fre-
quency distribution of the samples drawn from the lot.
It serves as a guide to detect the presence of trouble.
Because of its simplicity, the frequency distribution is
widely used in the industry.
Applying the Moving Average method to yarn manu-
facturing is an innovation in the spinning industry. The
mills that use this method say that it works very well.
They select a quality index which they consider critical
in indicating the presence of troubles in raw material,
work methods and machine setting. Daily measurement are
recorded, and ten-day moving average are plotted on the
curve. Normally, the curve follows a certain pattern.,
Unusual fluctuation indicates the presence of trouble.
One of the managers participating in the survey said
that he was interested in the correlation analysis tech-
nique and had started experimental work. The purpose of
correlation analysis is to obtain a measure of the degree
of association or correlation that exists between two
quality characteristics, such as yarn strength and raw
cotton mix, sliver grains and sliver strength.
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Other statistical methods such as analysis of vari-
ance and regression analysis have not been found to be
used in Hong Kong spinning mills.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND REC 0MHENDAT I ON S
Quality control awareness is a developing phenomena
in the Hong Kong spinning industry. Twenty years ago when
several mills began operations in Hong Kong, the industry
faced very little competition produsts were of relatively
low-quality yarn. Hence, the spinners paid little atten-
tion to quality control. In the 1960's when quotas were
introduced, Hong Kong spinners began to realize the im-
portane of quality. In recent years, when manufacturers
faced a rapid increase in industrial costs, quality became
a powerful competitive weapon.,
Quality is affected by many factors. The fundamental
ones include man, material, market, management, machine
and method. In conclusion, the managers' opinions of these
aspects are as follows:
Man
The workers in Hong Kong show rather high intelligence
and learning ability in comparison with the workers in
Taiwan and South Korea. The labour union in Hong Kong are
not well-organized and the government provides little pro-
tection against unemployment. In addition, few mills pro-
vide medical and housing benefits and other welfare. Under
the piece rate policy, (that is, workers are paid by the
niece,) the workers, especially those who are responsible
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for supporting their family, are not concerned with the
quality but the quantity of the products they produce.
In addition to the lack of the government's or unions'
protection, noisy working conditions and low wage rates
contribute to high labour turnover which increases the
difficulties in 'training and management of workers and
consequently, has an adverse effect on product quality.
Material
In cotton spinning the cost of raw cotton is 70 per
cent of the total product cost. In the United States and
Japan spinners maintain a more stable supply of raw cotton
and purchase at a lower unitecost by placing larger orders
and by placing standing orders. Hong Kong spinners, how-
ever, face a more variable cotton market. In purchasing
they are mainly concerned with the costs, not the quality
of raw cotton. Variations in the material supply cause
a great deal of trouble in quality control as incoming
material control is the first step in the control of pro-
duct quality.
Market
Hong Kong spinners are used to filling all the orders
for yarn they receive. Under such circumstances in which
yarn specifications may be different according to each
order, machine setting and production methods change fre-
quently. In Japan a spinner may own several mills and
assign each mill to specialize in producing a certain kind
of yarn. In the case where the production process may
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continue for a long time, statistical quality control tech-
niques are helpful. Tremendous variation in customer re-
quirements increases the difficulties in quality control.
Manaement
In 1967 Chinese Communist agitators organized dem-
onstrations against the Hong Kong Government and caused
the disturbances which frightened. foreign investors for
a period. Investors in Hong Kong bear in mind the idea
that Communists can take Hong Kong at any time. The de-
licate political position of Hong Kong has a serious impact
on the management policies in the spinning industry. Most
of the spinners focus on the short pay-back period when
investing. Such an attitude limits the investment in
quality planning and research.
Machine and. Method
Because the Hong Kong Government permits a free market
in foreign exchange, spinners can get enough foreign ex-
change for purchasing new machines. In addition, the
slight duties on imports is advantageous to the spinners
who purchase first-hand machines from abroad. In Japan
import of machines is subjected to heavy duties while in
Taiwan and South Korea it is restricted by the foreign
exchange control. Continuous improvement in machinery and
methods is the main reason why the Hong Kong spinning
industry--with higher wages, rents and electricity rates--
is still competitive as compared with the spinning indus-
tries in Taiwan and South Korea.
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From the discussion and analysis of the above chapters.
it can be concluded that quality control enforcement in the
Hong Kong spinning industry is underdeveloped. A number
of the spinners do not realize the advantage of statis-
tical methods. There is still plenty of room for improve-
ment. The following points indicate the directions where
improvement is desirable.
More education
We have seen in the above chapters that a lot of qual-
ity control personnel do not have enough training in qual-
ity control concepts and practices. In order to lead a
quality control department efficiently and effectively,
top management must have sufficient knowledge about the
modern approach to quality control. It would be rewarding
to improve quality control awareness among all employees
and to provide statistical method training for quality
control personnel in the industry.
More technical research
Spinning technology is changing in various ways. It
is the work of the quality control division to investigate
and learn as much as possible about the new textile fibers,
new types of yarn and new methods. The keen competition
of this industry necessitates a trained staff to carry on
a continuous program of research and development in order
to improve production efficiency and yarn quality which
are vital to the survival of the industry.
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Better organization for quality control systems
Quality control personnel in the spinning industry,
who concentrate primarily on routine testing, do not have
authority to coordinate all efforts of quality activities.
Top management participation is a necessary condition for
the success of the quality control systems. ,Lower level
management tends to support what is clearly supported by
top management. This improves the coordination between
quality control and other departments.
In conclusion, quality control is everybody's job.
It requires effort, money, and time to build an effective
quality control system. A quality-consciousness among






























II. The Organization and Management of Quality Control




6. The Quality Control Department is
an inaepenaeni aepartmeni, airec-uiy unuer tine
mill manager.
a section in another department. (Please specify)
7. If a quality control department has not yet been




8. Do the quality control personnel in your company
participate in the following activities?
Purchasing or selection of suppliersa.
Machinery maintenanceb.





9. What is your estimated quality control cost out of the
total cost of product?
No estimate
10. Does your company provide quality control training
programs, such as lecture, conference, case discussion,








11. What are the titles and main duties of the employees
responsible for quality control? Please describe
briefly the organization for the quality control.
III. Quality Control Practice in the Manufacturing Process






13. The inspection of raw material is carried out by
Visual or manual inspection
Inspection instruments










16. Do you use the control charts such as X-R chart,
the X- 6 chart, the p chart and the c chart in
quality control? Please indicate the various
kinds of control charts used and the application
areas of each kind of chart.
17. Are there other statistical techniques used in
the quality control practice?
No,
Yes. (Please specify)
18. Please describe briefly the sampling methods for









19. Do you think the top management of most spinning
mills adequately stress quality control? Please
explain.
20. Do you think that the methods of quality control
in most mills are up-to-date?
21. Please describe briefly any other opinions you
have about the quality control in your factory
or in the Hong Kong spinning industry.
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1　 　 　 　 香 港 紡 紗 工 業 品 質 管 制 之 應 用 　 　 　 　 林 明 英
近 二 十 年 來 ， 紡 織 工 業 成 為 香 港 經 濟 的 支 柱 。 每 年 本
港 出 口 總 值 中 紡 織 品 約 佔 百 分 之 五 十 ， 以 就 業 人 數 言 ， 約
有 百 分 之 四 十 以 上 工 人 受 僱 於 紡 織 工 業 ， 由 此 可 見 其 對 香
港 經 濟 之 影 響 力 。
由 於 東 南 亞 各 國 之 紡 織 工 業 相 繼 興 起 ， 近 幾 年 來 ， 香
港 紡 織 工 業 面 臨 激 烈 之 競 爭 ， 廠 家 乃 逐 漸 注 意 產 品 之 品 質
。 本 篇 論 文 旨 在 探 討 本 港 紡 紗 工 業 品 質 管 制 之 應 用 ， 以 了
解 紗 廠 品 質 控 制 之 情 形 。 內 容 包 括 ： 高 級 管 理 人 員 對 品 質
之 態 度 ， 一 般 所 採 用 的 統 計 方 法 ， 品 質 管 制 部 門 和 其 他 部
2門 之 間 的 合 作 情 形 ， 以 及 品 質 管 制 之 成 本 等 問 題 。 研 究 對
象 則 包 括 棉 紡 、 毛 紡 及 化 學 織 維 紡 ， 共 計 二 十 三 家 廠 商 。
從 產 品 之 設 計 到 產 品 之 製 成 ， 每 一 階 段 皆 影 響 產 品 的
品 質 。 一 個 有 效 的 品 質 管 制 系 統 。 不 僅 注 重 檢 查 或 統 計 方
法 的 應 用 ， 且 須 協 調 統 合 此 一 系 統 ： 以 達 品 質 管 制 之 目 標
。 在 本 港 紡 紗 業 中 ， 規 模 較 大 的 紗 廠 均 設 有 品 質 管 制 部 門
， 直 屬 廠 長 之 下 ， 分 設 原 料 、 半 製 品 及 製 成 品 、 統 計 、 控
制 等 科 。 品 質 管 制 人 員 和 製 造 、 設 計 、 市 場 等 部 門 有 密 切
之 聯 繋 ， 担 任 多 項 責 任 。 高 級 管 理 人 員 對 品 質 管 制 主 管 之
甄 選 亦 較 嚴 格 ， 要 求 在 學 識 方 面 和 經 驗 方 面 都 較 其 他 部 門
3主 管 為 高 ， 以 使 品 質 管 制 部 門 可 以 負 起 領 導 之 責 ， 統 等 全
廠 品 質 管 制 之 計 劃 。 至 於 規 模 較 小 紗 廠 ， 大 部 份 未 設 品 質
管 制 部 門 ， 而 代 之 以 試 驗 間 ， 樣 屬 於 運 轉 部 。 試 驗 間 組 織
簡 單 ， 通 常 不 超 過 十 個 員 工 ， 僅 從 事 例 行 試 驗 工 作 。 試 驗
間 的 成 員 教 育 水 準 很 低 ， 並 無 足 夠 訓 練 ， 亦 不 知 檢 查 所 得
資 料 所 表 示 的 意 義 ， 因 此 ， 實 際 上 由 運 轉 部 負 責 全 廠 品 質
管 制 工 作 。
產 品 的 品 質 影 響 生 產 之 成 本 和 產 品 之 價 值 ， 品 質 越 高
的 產 品 ， 需 要 較 精 密 的 機 器 和 熟 練 的 工 人 來 從 事 生 產 ， 生
產 成 本 提 高 ， 產 品 之 市 場 價 值 亦 增 高 。 品 質 管 制 人 員 從 事
4成 本 之 分 析 ， 目 的 即 在 研 討 品 質 的 成 本 和 價 值 ， 以 求 最 適
當 之 品 質 水 準 。 就 本 篇 論 文 所 包 括 的 二 十 三 家 廠 商 而 論 。
只 有 兩 家 每 年 分 析 品 質 管 制 之 人 工 成 本 ， 其 餘 各 廠 皆 未 從
事 品 質 管 制 成 本 之 分 析 工 作 。
棉 紡 之 程 序 ， 首 先 是 打 開 棉 包 ， 將 壓 縮 之 棉 花 彈 鬆 ，
然 後 將 各 種 不 同 的 棉 花 混 和 ， 再 經 梳 棉 工 作 ， 除 去 雜 質 和
織 維 較 短 之 棉 花 。 梳 棉 之 後 是 併 棉 及 粗 紡 ， 再 經 精 紡 即 得
最 後 之 產 品 — 紗 。 毛 紡 之 程 序 和 棉 紡 類 似 ， 化 學 織 維 紡 則
較 簡 單 ， 因 其 原 料 已 經 過 清 潔 處 理 。 品 質 管 制 之 檢 查 工 作
包 括 原 料 、 半 揟 成 品 及 最 後 產 品 之 檢 查 。 在 香 港 紗 廠 中 ，
5比 項 檢 查 工 作 由 品 質 管 制 部 門 或 試 驗 間 負 責 ， 檢 查 時 所 用
的 統 計 方 法 包 括 管 制 圖 ， 抽 樣 計 劃 、 變 異 數 分 析 ， 次 數 分
配 、 相 關 及 迥 歸 分 析 等 。
在 品 質 管 制 工 作 中 ， 有 四 種 管 制 圖 可 供 應 用 ： 一 、 X
— R
管 制 圖 ， 二 X — Q
管 制 圖 、 三
R 管 制 圖 、 四 C
管 制 圖
， 各 圖 有 其 特 性 及 適 當 的 應 用 場 合 。 就 香 港 的 紗 廠 而 言 ，
管 制 圖 並 未 普 遍 被 採 用 ， 探 其 原 因 不 外 ：
一 人 手 不 足 ： 大 部 份 紗 廠 的 品 質 管 制 部 門 組 織 簡 單 ，
缺 乏 人 力 和 時 間 來 計 算 數 字 和 繪 管 制 圖 。
二 知 識 不 足 ， 許 多 紗 廠 ， 尤 其 規 模 較 小 者 ， 所 僱 用
6之 工 人 教 育 水 準 很 低 ， 不 懂 較 繁 雜 之 計 算 ， 且 不 少 品 質 管
制 主 管 對 管 制 圖 之 認 識 不 深 ， 不 了 解 管 制 圖 之 好 處 。
三 產 品 規 格 變 異 大 ： 大 部 份 的 紗 廠 依 照 顧 客 定 單 之 要
求 而 生 產 ， 紗 的 規 格 變 化 甚 大 ， 原 料 和 生 產 的 方 法 時 常 變
動 ， 致 使 不 少 品 質 管 制 主 管 不 願 採 用 管 制 圖 。
抽 樣 計 劃 是 品 質 管 制 中 另 一 種 重 要 的 統 計 方 法 ， 廠 家
若 要 保 証 原 料 、 半 製 成 品 及 製 成 品 之 品 質 ， 可 以 用 百 分 之
的 檢 查 方 法 ， 但 抽 樣 檢 查 更 為 有 效 ， 更 為 經 濟 。 抽 樣 計 劃
就 是 釐 定 樣 品 的 多 少 及 接 受 此 批 產 品 之 標 準 。 目 前 ， 比 種
方 法 並 未 被 香 港 紡 紗 廠 所 採 用 。
7此 外 ， 有 少 數 紗 廠 採 用 次 數 分 配 和 移 動 平 均 法
。 次 數 分 配 是 在 每 一 批 產 品 中 抽 樣 檢 查 ， 將 結 果 劃 成 次 數
分 配 圖 ， 以 此 圖 之 分 配 情 形 來 推 測 此 批 產 品 之 中 心 趨 勢 和
離 勢 。 移 動 平 均 法 用 於 紡 紗 工 業 是 一 種 新 的 嘗 試 ， 首
先 選 定 適 當 之 品 質 指 數 ， 將 測 量 之 結 果 和 前 九 天 之 結
果 平 均 ， 劃 於 圖 上 ， 由 圖 之 變 動 趨 勢 可 以 分 析 机 器 、 工 作
方 法 、 原 料 等 是 否 適 當 。
其 他 統 計 方 法 、 如 變 異 數 之 分 析 ， 迥 歸 和 相 関 分 析 等
方 法 未 見 採 用 。
總 結 而 言 ， 品 質 管 制 在 香 港 紡 紗 工 業 中 仍 未 見 普 遍 應
8用 。 由 於 近 幾 年 來 之 競 爭 激 烈 ， 紗 廠 始 逐 漸 注 重 品 質 管 制
， 惟 大 部 份 從 事 品 質 管 制 工 作 之 人 員 對 品 質 管 制 並 無 深 划
認 識 。 目 前 紡 紗 業 面 臨 東 南 亞 各 國 激 烈 之 競 爭 及 本 港 人 工
， 租 金 及 水 電 費 之 激 漲 ， 為 維 持 生 存 及 成 長 ， 唯 有 不 斷 提
高 產 品 之 品 質 ， 發 展 新 產 品 。 高 級 管 理 人 員 必 須 對 品 質 管
制 之 發 展 趨 勢 有 充 份 之 認 識 ， 並 經 由 教 育 和 訓 練 ， 使 全 廠
員 工 都 能 了 解 品 質 管 制 之 意 義 ， 及 個 人 在 品 質 管 制 工 作 中
所 擔 當 之 角 色 及 所 負 之 責 任 。


